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Introduction
For the German garment industry or retailers like C&A or sportswear producers likePuma, Adidas or Reebok,
Bulgaria is much closer to the Western European market thanVietnam, China or Sri Lanka. The Western European
retailers use this opportunityextensively. Thanks to a rapidly devaluated Bulgarian currency, labour is available at
lowcosts - starting from 20 German pfennigs an hour in small sewing shops in the mountainousregions near the
borders of Greece and Turkey.
Click here for Company profiles:
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Economic Transformation
The Bulgarian economy has been in a state of sluggish "transformation" sincethe beginning of the 90's. Unlike the
transformation imposed on East-Germany followingreunification, the changes in Bulgaria came about more slowly
because there was not muchoutside (western) business interest in Bulgaria. The transformation continues to be a
slowagony effecting major parts of the economy.
Nowadays, who is interested in the products of the former "flagships" ofBulgarian industry, such as fork-lift
trucks, car batteries, pharmaceuticals orcigarettes?
The market for most of Bulgaria's industries primarily the former Soviet Unioncontinously diminished in the wake
of increasing penetration by internationalcompanies.For instance Philip Morris taking away the market share of
Bulgartabak. At the same time,within the domestic market, Bulgarian products were displaced by foreign
brandnameproducts, meanwhile domestic demand collapsed due to an enormous decrease in thepurchasing
power of the Bulgarian population.
Bulgarian agricultural output has diminished mainly because land ownership problems andthe dissolution of cooperatives resulted in very expensive Bulgarian agriculturalproducts. Most of the people survive only because
they have relatives in the villages whohave their own cattle, and grow their own grain and vegetables. For the
most part the onlyfunctioning form of agriculture is for family consumption and sustained by the labour ofall
family members.
Privatisation
In 1993, 85% of firms operating in Bulgaria were still state enterprises and anestimated 40% of the state-owned
companies were expected to close down in the followingfew years.
The complicated privatisation regulations were supposedly designed to reflect theinterests of employees and
ordinary Bulgarians interested in buying shares in formerstate-owned companies. Instead, this system
encouraged exactly the opposite sort ofinvestors: powerful and influential 'privatisation funds'. The majority of
the populationdon't understand the rules anyway.
Factories continue to be privatized at give-away prices, if they have not alreadyclosed down. Both the
government and the private sector are accumulating short-term debt.
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nothing directly for us
at this moment, but
we're supporting
several human rights
defenders in Thailand
and Malaysia

Meanwhile, particularly between 1991 and 1995, by manipulating price and currencydifferences anything was
possible within the realm of trade and business. For instance:importing from Ukraine and re-exporting to Greece,
or finding buyers for cheap land: noregulations, no controls, no customs and tariffs... At the same time the
informal sectoris flourishing and includes garment production. Greek garment manufacturers haveseamstresses
across the border in Bulgariasewing at cheap rates, working underhazardous onditions, without security of
employment. The completed pieces are transportedback to Greece, often illegally, and then exported to Western
Europe.
Unemployment
Factory closures within the manufacturing sphere have been a major source ofunemployment. In 1997, the
official rate of overall unemploymentwas only 13,7% andin some areas, for example near the Greek border, there
was even a shortage of workers.Nevertheless, there is still a social stigma attachedto registering oneself
asunemployed. Therefore the official figures are considered to be significantly lower thanthe actual unemployment
rate. The share of people living below the poverty level andpractically without any income at all coninues to
increase.
Inflation and Cheap Labour
The result of the economic situation, particularly during 1996 and 1997, washyperinflation, devaluation of the
currency and political turbulence which culminated inan increased level of intervention by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the WorldBank in mid-1997. These institutions, as well asforeign and domestic
businesses,have been pressing for a faster rate of privatisation (the IMF calls it'disinvestment') and the
implementation of other measures, commonly known as a structuraladjustment package. On July 1, 1997 the
Currency Board was established and assumedimportant powers, fixing the exchange rate between the leva and
the DM at 1000:1. TheIMF-representative in Bulgaria, Anne McGuirk, is not a member of that board but
surelyexercises great influence over its policy-making. She is a public personality in Bulgaria,with high name
recognition. It is widely believed that she is overseeing Bulgaria’sforced transformation especially in the finance
sector.McGuirk, on behald of theIMF, is pressing for the speedy privatisation of Bulgarian banks, regardless of the
cost.Another well-known strategy the IMF repeatedly invokes within the Bulgarian contextlike a magical formula
is the strategy of an export-oriented economy. In this contextcheap labor comes in handy: predominantly women
sew, iron and package garments in clothingfactories -- and the completed garment is exported. Paper patterns
and raw materials areprovided from outside. In economic jargon this is called outward processing, or
commissionprocessing.
Clothing industry
Between 1989 and 1996 the garment industry's output, according to the officialstatistics, decreased to around
30% of pre-1989 levels. But when considering theunofficial production that takes place (particularly near the
Greek border) it hasdecreased to 50 or 60%. The informal sector comprises an estimated 40 to 60% of the
totaleconomic activity in Bulgaria. Therefore the reduction of the garment industry’soutput would be only one
third, as opposed to the official measure of two thirds.
The share of textiles, clothing and footwear in total exports from Bulgaria to the EUwas 38% in 1993, the highest
ratio for the region according to a Financial TimesManagement Report of 1995.
Before 1991 there were governmental export departments running the garment sector:'Ruen' for knitwear and
sportswear, and 'Rila' for ready-made clothing. Of the two onlyRuen still exists -- it was privatised in 1990/1991 - and is even more powerful now. Ruenbecame a trade agent and presumably controls the entire Bulgarian
knitwear and sportswearindustry, and now also deals with ready-made clothing (for C&A - Canda). If thefactory
only puts in the labour for the conversion of textile into clothing, they call it'Ishleme'-production in Bulgaria.
Sometimes textile production is also included in orders,especially for knitwear. When 'Ruen' acquires a contract it
selects the contractor whomakes the lowest bid. Ruen is also the main shareholder of some of the
privatisedcontractors, for instance Orfei in which Ruen holds 70% of the shares.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Retailers find Ruen to be a very convenient intermediary between them and thefactories. In 1998, Ruen's
expected turnover is around 50 million DM. Its customersinclude/included:
C&A - Canda (Germany and France)
Puma - Ruen is the licensee for Bulgaria
Reebok, Adidas, Umbro (not Nike), and other sportswear companies
Salzmann, Quelle (not OTTO-Versand), Schiesser (Germany)
NBA-wear (USA)
Women Workers & Wages
Eighty percent of employees in the garment industry are women. But such work does notshield them from either
poverty or from gender-specific discrimination.
While Bulgarian women have a good chance of continuing to work as seamstresses forfactories producing for the
Western European and U.S. markets, such work earms them thelowest monthly salary within the Bulgarian
labour market; about 100 DM which is not aliving wage. Consider that heating a flat costs approximately 80 DM
per month. Comparedfor example to German prices, food prices in Bulgaria range 50% for very few
Bulgarianproducts like bread and wine, to 80% for meat, cheese and yoghurt and up to 120% for milkand
chocolate. At the end of 1997, a family of four needed more than 800 DM per month tocover their basic needs
and a few extras such as school necessities. Salary increases havenot matched inflation rates (1997: 580%).
Working Conditions
While wages are low, there is also little security for those employed in garmentindustry. Contracts are limited to
a period of up to six months,"coincidentally" often identical to the probation period. Working conditions
areproblematic: overtime is not paid until targets are reached; unionists are laid off;rejection of and endless
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negotiations on collective bargaining agreements are common.Sometimes existing agreements are disregarded
and orders are outsourced to sweatshops.
What shocked me most during my visit in 1998 was the violation of the human dignity ofthe seamstresses, to an
extent which previously I only knew to exist in the CentralAmerican and Asian contexts: workers were locked in
so that they could not have a break orleave before the target was reached and were forced to strip naked to
proven that they hadnot stolen anything.
In knitwear production the working conditions are very hazardous to the health of theworkers. In some companies
only men are allowed to work in these sections.
International retailers and Ruen put a lot of pressure on manufacturers. The socialconditions of work are of
course adversely affected. The European quality controllers donot see any of this, though they regularly check
their business on the spot. Bulgaria israther close, but the Bulgarian workers are nonetheless far away.
Trade Unions
Unfortunately the trade unions -- especially the CITUB (Congress of Independent TradeUnions of Bulgaria) which
is a remainder of socialist times -- are rather reluctant to usetheir potential. CITUB and Podkrepa -- a new trade
union made up of roughly 10% of theemployees - know about subcontracting but do not examine the conditions.
Company-basedunions concentrate on individual arrangements with the management. There are no otherworkers
organisations, like workers councils, in these companies.
There was one case of a strike in factory #5, near the Greek border. The maindemand was a 100% wage
increase. Because of inflation wages had been devaluateddramatically and ended up at 100 DM. Workers at
this factory were forced to work overtimeuntil they reached certain targets. The factory, which has a German
owner, is mainlymanufacturing for Boss. He knew how to convince the Trade Unions, of his concern forsocial
issues but agreed to only pay a 30% increase.
Generally trade unions accept that after privatisation their influence willdeteriorate. After privatisation the new
management sometimes refuses to adhere toexisting collective bargaining agreements or creates obstacles
during negotiations for anew collective bargaining agreement.
CITUB/Fosil-leadership believes that there is no clear legal obligation in the labouract for the management to sign
a collective bargaining agreement but only to negotiate.This is true, there is no such phrase in the text of the
law. Podkrepa does not agree.Their representatives say that it is clear from the law that a collective
bargainingagreement must be signed. According to CITUB new Bulgarian owners in particular are veryrough with
trade unions and ignore workers rights. This certainly applies to Ruen as amajor owner of knitwear factories.
A typical example of the difficulty of protecting the right to organize and preventingdiscrimination against trade
union representatives was found in in a state-owned knitwearfactory (factory #1), which fills orders for Ruen and
produces for such clients as Adidas.At this factory in 1995 the CITUB shop steward, who was also a factory
employee and not onthe CITUB payroll, was dismissed. The official reason: general company-related. Accordingto
the law dismissal of shop stewards is not allowed. CITUB legally challenged thisdecision and won the court case
but the woman refused to go back to the factory becauseshe was afraid of being harassed and fired again. The
trade union lost contact with her.In 1997 the same thing happened with a Podkrepa-shop steward at the same
factory, the caseis still pending. The result: there is no trade union at that factory any longer.
Insecurity of employment is priority issue for trade unions in Bulgaria. Many workersare employed for a limited
period of time. In many former state-owned companies theexisting unlimited labour contracts have been replaced
with contracts of 1 to 6 monthsfollowing privatisation.
Testimony presented by Lambreta Siwanowa, shop steward at Orfei Ltd., Kardjali,Bulgaria, during the
International Forum on Clean Clothes -/Workers and Consumers Rightsin the Garment Industry, May
3, 1998
Dear members of the jury, colleagues and friends!
My name is Lambreta Sivanowa. I have been working at Orfei since 1992. I am a shopsteward of the
Confederation of Independent Trade Unions (CITUB/FOSIL) in Bulgaria.
Orfei has existed for more than 20 years. We produce T-shirts, track suits, shorts andunderwear for Adidas,
Puma, Reebok and Umbro, for example. Orfei has a textile and agarment section where 1040 employees work.
82% of them are women. Most of their husbandsare unemployed.
Orfei reflects the situation found in most Bulgarian garment factories. The sourcingpolicies of Adidas are not
exceptional among international clients doing business inBulgaria. Adidas still does not have a code of conduct
but it does not make a differenceanyway, since Puma, for instance, has a code but our workers have not heard
about it.
The code of labour practices of the Clean Clothes Campaign demands a living wage. Nowwhat is a living wage?
ILO-convention No. 26 on minimum wage was ratified by Bulgaria. But what is the realsituation? The official
minimum wage per month on April 1st was 51 DM. For December 1997it was 45,50 DM. This is just enough to
pay the electricity bill including heating. InDecember the average cost of living for a four-person household was
864 DM. In otherwords, the minimum wage can meet 5% of the average cost of living. Unfortunately, there isno
official calculation of the subsistence minimum in Bulgaria. But in December 1997 itwas estimated at 350 DM for
a family per month. It must be noted that this 350 DM does notinclude housing costs. Our workers at Orfei
earned an average of 120 DM in December. Thisis not even 50% of the estimated subsistence minimum. As I
mentioned earlier, in ourfactory most of the women are the breadwinners in the family and they normally have
morethan two kids.
Orfei was privatised in 1996. This is usually a big change in a factory’s life.The management tried to change the
labour contracts to individual temporary labourcontracts. We were able to prevent this. But, apart from low
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wages, the introduction oftemporary labour contracts has become the major problem in Bulgaria. It is an
importantinstrument in lowering the security of employment. In sweatshops near the Greek border,where Greek
manufacturers subcontract to Bulgarian producers, employers circumvent somesocial security and labour laws
with these temporary labour contracts. For example they donot need to pay compensation after layoffs.
When Orfei was privatised meal allowances were cut down to a ridiculous amount. Themanagement also started
to discuss the validity of the existing collective bargainingagreement.
In general, management could not supress trade unions after privatisation. Still interms of figures we are quite
strong at Orfei: 74% are members of CITUB/FOSIL and 11% aremembers of Podkrepa which is now the second
biggest trade union federation. Butunfortunately these figures do not show our real power which is much less. In
other newlyemerging factories or sweatshops there are no trade unions because workers are informallyobliged
not to organise themselves. Workers are afraid of organising because they feardismissals although it is illegal to
be dismissed because of trade union activities.
Normal working hours are 40 per week. In the garment section employees work in oneshift with frequent
overtime. Bulgaria and Eastern Europe in general are close to theAdidas, Puma, and Reebok sales markets. Apart
from low labour costs the other decisivefactor for Eastern European garment production is time. Again at the
expense of workers;when orders with a short delivery time have to be finished, overtime is excessive. Itexceeds
the legal limit. Workers have become overworked and depressed because women cannotcope with the double and
triple work load: family, children, household plus job andovertime. On the other hand they are forced to do
overtime in order to get more money. Byexploiting overtime work management can avoid the cost of an
additional shift.
Now about occupational health and safety; every Bulgarian factory with more than 10employees must have a
safety inspector. This is the only person who cares about workingconditions. Quality inspectors sent by Adidas,
Puma or Reebok are not interested inworking conditions at all. But the occupational safety inspector is on the
payroll ofOrfei. That is why he is not very successful in keeping safety standards at an acceptablelevel, especially
when it costs money.
The garment and textile industry is one of the few remaining industries in Bulgaria andthus, plays a big role in
the economy . But the wages in the garment industry are only 70%of the Bulgarian average and rest at about
110 DM a month. The wages in the garmentindustry did not increase at all during the last months of 1997
whereas the average wagein Bulgaria increased by 12% during that period. It must be kept in mind that inflation
in1997 reached 579%.
When wages are negotiated with the trading agent who gives us orders they say: "InRomania the wage is even
lower and the price we get does not allow for higher wages."Does this sound familiar to my colleagues from all
over the world?
I conclude by saying that in order to survive our workers need a better price for their labour and better working
conditions. Because our government has very limited space within which to manoeuvre, an independently
monitored code of conduct like the one proposed by the Clean Clothes Campaign would be a very good
instrument to use to improve our situation.
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